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Abbreviations used in the index
ACC (African Children’s Charter (1990))
ACHPR (African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (1981))
ACHR (American Convention on Human Rights (1969))
CARPA (Convention on Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa (1969))
CC (Criminal Code)
CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(1979))
CRC (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989))
CSC (Continental Shelf Convention (1958))
ECA (Environment Conservation Act 1989 (South Africa))
ECHR (European Convention on Human Rights (1950))
EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone)
EIA (environmental impact assessment)
ICCPR (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966))
ICESCR (International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966))
ICJ ((Statute of the) International Court of Justice)
ILO No 169 (ILO Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries
(No 169) (1989))
ITLOS (International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea)
NEMA (National Environmental Management Act 1998 (South Africa))
RC (Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951))
SC (Slavery Convention (1926))
TC (Torture Convention (1984))
UDHR (Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948))
UNC (UN Charter (1945))
UNCLOS (United Nations Law of the Sea Convention (1982))
UNHRC (UN Human Rights Committee)
VCLT (Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969))
WSSD (World Summit on Sustainable Development)
admissibility of evidence (municipal law/general)
evidence obtained in manner infringing human rights 144-211
evidence obtained through search and seizure in breach of fundamental rights 144-211
evidence obtained through search and seizure in third State 144-211
hearsay evidence, as recorded in afﬁdavit 593-6
admissibility of evidence obtained by torture/confession, third party torture 243-8
African Children’s Charter (1990) (ACC)
best interests of the child (ACC 4) 306
implementing legislation/incorporation 301, 312-13
marital status of parents, relevance (ACC 18(3)) 306
non-discrimination obligation (ACC 3) 306
parental responsibility (ACC 20(1)) 306
age discrimination, prohibition, omission from legislation 309
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alien, rights and obligations
protection, constitution 310-11, 361-2
respect for laws of receiving State 365
Australia
crimes against humanity, requirements
actus reus (physical elements of offence)
as act or state of affairs 97
commission of act proscribed under municipal law 88
mens rea, intentional exercise of powers leading to commission of crime 94-9, 101-12,
115-32
Criminal Code
Ch 2 (general principles of criminal responsibility)
applicability to s 270.3(1)(a) (slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting) 94-9,
100-4, 114, 116, 127-8
text (extracts) 81-3
Ch 2 s 5.1(1) (fault elements) 83, 97, 101, 103, 117-18, 119-20
Ch 2 s 5.2(2) (intention) 83, 95, 97, 101-12, 115-32
Ch 2 s 5.2(3) (knowledge) 83, 95, 97
Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (repeal of Imperial Acts
relating to slavery) 80, 89
criminal responsibility (general principles) (CC Ch 2) 81-3, 94-9, 100-4, 114, 116, 127-8
external affairs power (Constitution, s 51(xxix)), slavery legislation 87
law of, Criminal Code, s 270.3(1)(a) (slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting): see
slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting (CC 270) below
legislation, interpretation, guidelines
ordinary and natural meaning 130-1
text/literal approach 111, 122-3
legislation, interpretation, presumption of conformity with international law 122-3
slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting (CC 270) 79-139
actus reus, commission of act proscribed under municipal law 88, 136
burden/standard of proof 86-7, 90, 98-9, 103-12, 114, 127-8
‘chattel slavery’ 78 n. 6, 87-8, 90-4, 95, 111
Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (repeal of Imperial
Acts relating to slavery) 80, 89
criminal responsibility (general principles) (CC Ch 2) and 81-3, 94-9, 100-4, 114, 116,
127-8
customary international law 105
debt bondage (CC 271.8) 81, 91, 108, 124-5
debt or contract, relevance 84-7, 90, 92-4, 97, 109, 110-11, 137
as implementation/incorporation of Slavery Convention (1926) 87-8, 108, 113-14, 122
mens rea
intentional exercise of powers resulting in condition of slavery 83, 94-9, 101-12, 115-32
knowledge of basis of powers, relevance 94-9
overlapping nature of offences/deﬁnitions 77 n. 3, 91
penalty, relevance 81, 123
possessing a slave/using a slave (CC 270.3(1)(a)) 79-139
‘powers of ownership’/‘in possession’ 88, 89-90, 91-4, 97, 98, 111, 116, 121, 122, 129-33,
135-9
prohibition (CC 270.2) 80
sex industry, development in the law on 125-6
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‘slave’/‘slavery’
CC 270.1 (‘condition of person over whom . . . powers attaching to the right of
ownership are exercised’) 80, 88-94, 109, 113-14, 129-32, 136
‘condition’ of 92-3
consent/absence of choice test 84, 90-4, 105-6, 107, 109-10, 125, 133-6, 138
de jure vs de facto status as 89-94
exploitation/harsh conditions of employment distinguished 87, 92, 95-6, 98, 108-9,
111, 118-19, 122, 123-4, 127-8
Slavery Convention (1926) (‘status or condition of a person over whom . . . powers . . . of
ownership are exercised’) (SC 1(1)) 88-94, 101-2, 105, 108, 113-14, 122, 129-32
Slavery Convention (Supplementary Convention) (1956) 88-94, 101-2, 105
‘slave trading’ (CC 270.3(3)) 81
slavery offences (CC 270.3) 80-1
‘Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Other Forms of Servitude’ (Report of UN Secretary-General
(1953)) (list of powers of ownership) 90
text 80-2
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation, interpretation
language of treaty, divergence 92-3
treaty as aid 92-3, 101-2, 105, 108, 113-14, 122-3
Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct (1989)
international obligations as aid to interpretation [in case of ambiguity] 307, 308, 317-18,
323, 366
primacy in case of conﬂict 323
text (extracts) 366
BITs (bilateral investment treaties), South Africa–Zimbabwe BIT, failure to conclude 590-3,
655-8
Botswana, personal law, deﬁnition 313-14
Brundtland Report (2007) 443-4, 455-6
Canada
admissibility of evidence
evidence obtained in manner infringing human rights 144-211
evidence obtained through search and seizure in breach of fundamental rights 144-211
evidence obtained through search and seizure in third State 144-211
Charter of Rights and Freedoms
extraterritorial application, jurisprudence
Cook 148, 150-1, 152, 165, 168-78, 181-2, 185, 188-9, 190-3, 195-8, 199-200, 202,
206, 207-11
Hape 218, 220, 221, 236-7, 267
Harrer 148, 149, 168-78, 179-80, 183-5, 192, 203-4, 206, 208, 211
Khadr (2008) 232-3, 236-7, 240-1, 243-4, 246, 252, 265, 267-8, 270-1
Schreiber 169-70, 175, 191, 198, 206, 211
Suresh 244, 268
Terry 148, 149, 150, 159, 166, 167, 168-78, 180, 185, 187, 189, 191, 192-3, 195, 206,
208
extraterritorial application (s 7 (fundamental justice))
applicability of divergent local law and standards 174-85, 198-211
continued questioning of detainee by Canadian ofﬁcers aware of previous torture as
breach 243-7, 269-71, 272
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Canada (cont.)
ex post facto scrutiny 176-7, 205, 206-7
fundamental justice (s 7) 144-211
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base detainees (Canadian nationals) 214-24, 243-76
non-Canadian ofﬁcials outside Canada 167-78, 198
extraterritorial application (s 8 (search and seizure)), Hape (search and seizure in Turks and
Caicos) 185-211
extraterritorial application (s 8 (search and seizure in third State)) 144-211
extraterritorial jurisdiction, disclosure obligation 214-15, 216-24
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base detainees (Canadian nationals): see Guantánamo Bay Naval
Base detainees (Canadian), applicability of Charter of Rights and Freedoms below
interpretation
customary international law and 153-8
presumption of conformity with international obligations 160-2
principles vs rules approach 200-6
Charter of Rights and Freedoms by section
s 1 (rights and freedoms subject to reasonable limits prescribed by law), ‘reasonable limits
prescribed by law . . . demonstrably justiﬁed in a free and democratic society’ 247-8
s 7 (right to life, liberty and security/fundamental justice), extraterritorial jurisdiction and:
see Charter of Rights and Freedoms, extraterritorial application (s 7 (fundamental
justice)) above
s 8 (unreasonable search and seizure), undertaken outside Canada/extraterritorial 144-211
s 11(d) (presumption of innocence), use of evidence obtained outside the jurisdiction and
150, 169, 176-7, 180-1, 183, 205-6
s 24(1) (enforcement of guaranteed rights and freedoms) 149, 229
applicability to extraterritorial activities 149, 181, 205, 210
repatriation of Guantánamo Bay detainees, appropriateness as remedy 248-50, 259-64,
271-6
s 24(2) (exclusion of evidence obtained in manner infringing Charter rights and freedoms)
144-211
s 32(1) (applicability) 152-3
text 142 n. 2, 152
comity
customary international law distinguished 159-60
deﬁnition 158-60
non-obligatory nature 158
as principle of interpretation 158-60
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) (with
particular reference to extraterritorial jurisdiction) 158-60, 164-5, 167, 169, 175,
176, 178, 180-1, 188-9, 198, 203-5, 214-15, 218-20, 267
Criminal Code 1970-85-87-94-97-01, offences ‘deemed to have been committed’ within
territory (s 7) 167
Criminal Code 1970-85-87-94-97-01 by section
s 6(2) (territorial principle) 167
s 269.1 (prohibition of torture by peace ofﬁcer or public ofﬁcer) 244-5
customary international law ‘as part of ’ municipal law
automaticity 153-6
compliance obligation 158
conﬂict with legislation and 154
legislation contrary to, right to adopt 155-6
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derogations (‘reasonable limits prescribed by law as demonstrably justiﬁed in a free and
democratic society’) 247-8
disclosure obligation
exculpatory disclosure 221-3
Guantánamo Bay detainees and 214-24
public interest privilege, balance of interests 223-4
extraterritorial effect of legislation
clear intent/express provision, need for 153, 167
examples of Canadian legislation 166-7
extraterritorial enforcement of legislation by legislating State
applicable law 174-85, 198-211
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) and 167-8,
171-3, 195-207
extraterritorial jurisdiction, right to life, liberty and security of person and 149, 150, 176-7,
180-1, 205-6, 242
foreign relations, responsibility for
DFAIT Act 1985 provisions 241-2
repatriation request 241-2, 251-2
fundamental justice, balance of interests 183-4, 188-9, 200-6
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base detainees (Canadian), applicability of Charter of Rights and
Freedoms
detention conditions as breach of international law, relevance 219-20
diplomatic protection and 231-2, 235-6
disclosure obligation (s 7 (fundamental justice)) 214-24
repatriation, obligation to request 239-76
appropriateness as remedy for breach of Charter (Charter 24(1)) 241-2, 248-50,
259-64, 271-6
as responsibility of DFAIT 241-2, 251-2
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative power)
jurisprudence, Burns 246-7, 274, 275
repatriation of Guantánamo Bay detainees request, decision on 234-5, 236, 241-2, 251-2,
260-3, 264, 273-5
jurisdiction, ‘deemed to have been committed’ within territory 167
law of
Controlled Drugs and Substances Act 1996, s 9 (money laundering) 144
Crimes against Humanity and War Crimes Act 2000
s 6(1) (universal jurisdiction) 166
s 8 (nationality principle) 166
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) Act 1985 (including
amendments), s 10 (powers and duties of Minister), text 241-2
Evidence Act 1985, ss 38 et seq. (disclosure obligation: balance of interests) 223-4
Geneva Conventions Act 1985 220
legislation, interpretation, presumption of conformity with international obligations 160-2
money-laundering, measures to prevent, search and seizure outside forum State/
extraterritorial 144-211
nationality principle (jurisdiction over national for acts committed abroad)
act committed abroad, concurrent territorial jurisdiction 171-2
presence within the jurisdiction, need for 164
nexus for purposes of jurisdiction, extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction and 164-5
prescriptive/enforcement jurisdiction 162-5, 166, 174
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Canada (cont.)
presumption of innocence, use of evidence obtained outside the jurisdiction and 150, 169,
176-7, 180-1, 183, 205-6
search and seizure on territory of third State (‘extraterritorial’)
human/fundamental rights and
divergent law and standards, relevance 174-85, 198-211
ex post facto scrutiny of compliance 176-7, 205, 206-7
prevention of international crime 144-211
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) and 167-8,
195-207
applicability of forum State law, relevance 197-8
control of investigation by forum State ofﬁcials, relevance 197
cooperative investigation with local authorities, applicable rules 148-9, 151, 169, 176,
179, 185, 187-8, 189-91, 192-5
initiation of investigation by forum State ofﬁcials, relevance 196
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem)
comity (with particular reference to extraterritorial jurisdiction) 158-60, 164-5, 167, 169,
175, 176, 178, 180-1, 188-9, 198, 203-5, 214-15, 218-20, 267
as customary international law/general principle of international law 156-8
territorial jurisdiction (criminal and tort) (including cross-border offences) 162-88
applicable law, cross-border offences 178-85
basis
comity 159-60
sovereign integrity/avoidance of infringement on third State 163
objective territorial principle (State where injury occurred) vs subjective territorial
principle (State where act took place) 163, 172
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (CRC 37(a)) 245, 251,
252, 256
torture, deﬁnition/classiﬁcation as
Criminal Code 245
‘severe pain or suffering . . . intentionally inﬂicted . . . for such purposes as obtaining
. . . information or a confession’ (TC 1) 245
sleep deprivation 234, 238-9, 240, 243-4, 251, 256, 259, 265, 271
torture (municipal law/general)
Criminal Code provisions 244-5
prohibition on use to obtain information/evidence, third party torture 243-8
Suresh 244
universal jurisdiction, doctrine/theory, narrow ambit 164
CEDAW (1979), non-discrimination obligation (CEDAW 2(f )) 307
child rights
‘best interests of the child’ obligation 301, 305-6, 320, 326
marital status of parents, relevance 306-7, 309, 327-9
parental responsibility
ACC 20(1) 306
CRC 18(1) 305-6
jus cogens/peremptory norm considerations 314, 315-16
personal law, whether 313-14
Child Rights Convention (1989)
implementing legislation, need for 305
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non-discrimination obligation (CRC 2(1)) 305
differential treatment, justiﬁcation 320-3
parental responsibility (CRC 18(1)) 305-6
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (CRC 37(a)) 245,
251, 252, 256
citizenship
as human right 487-8
rights appertaining to 487-8
comity
customary international law distinguished 159-60
deﬁnition 158-60
non-obligatory nature 158
as principle of interpretation 158-60
source/norm of international law, whether 197
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) (with
particular reference to extraterritorial jurisdiction) 158-60, 164-5, 167, 169, 175,
176, 178, 180-1, 188-9, 198, 203-5, 214-15, 218-20, 267
compensation for failure to meet constitutional obligation to exercise diplomatic
protection 662-6
concession agreement
applicable law
law of State party 520
parties’ right to choose as principle of international law 518-19
conﬁscation, of ships contravening EEZ rules 49-50, 52-6, 66, 67-9, 70-2
constitution (State), alien, applicability to 347, 361-2
constitution (State), interpretation
aids
human rights treaties 677-84
legislative history 682-3, 688-9
guidelines/principles
clear language/absence of ambiguity 316-17
natural and ordinary sense 316-17
text as a whole/avoidance of conﬂict 683-5, 712-16, 720
international law and
customary international law 153-8
presumption of conformity [in absence of express counter-indication] 400-8
jurisprudence
Abuki 685, 704-5, 709, 717-18, 721
El Mann 316-17, 318
Ngobit 317
Ssemogerere 677, 683, 712-13
‘living tree’/purposive principle 309, 311-12, 315, 318, 329
crimes against humanity, requirements
actus reus
as act or state of affairs 97
commission of act proscribed under municipal law 88
mens rea
intentional exercise of powers leading to commission of crime 94-9, 101-12, 115-32
jurisprudence, Kunarac 96
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cruel and unusual treatment or punishment, classiﬁcation as
death penalty: see death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment headings
history of concept (British Bill of Rights/US Constitution) 686-8
customary international law ‘as part of ’ municipal law
automaticity 153-6
compliance obligation 158
conﬂict of legislation and, legislation contrary to, right to adopt 155-6
incorporation/implementing legislation, need for
‘assent’, need for 528-9
implementation/adoption by court as 413-15
legislation duplicating existing common law 500-1
jurisprudence
Bouzari 155
Mack 155
Nduli 528
Reference re Foreign Legations 155
Reference re US Forces in Canadian Criminal Courts 155
The Ship ‘North’ 154-5
Trendtex 154
customary international law, evidence of, judicial decisions 417-18
customary international law, formation/requirements, general acceptance 528
death penalty, abolition (ICCPR, Second Optional Protocol) 680
death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment (ICCPR 7)
conditions of detention and 715-17
incorporation of principle in municipal law 684
method, relevance 723
death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment (municipal law/general) 672
customary international law and 384, 394-5, 413-18
hanging as method 672, 674-5, 703-6, 708-11, 718-20, 721-8
mandatory death penalty and 377-93, 395-418, 424-5, 672, 673, 687-8, 691-701
death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment/torture (municipal law/general) 76-85,
671-5, 689, 691-3, 695-8, 703-28
death penalty, jurisprudence
Abuki 676, 704
Boyce 384-5, 386, 388, 393, 404
Catholic Commission for Peace and Justice 697, 698, 704, 711
Makwanyane 676, 690, 702, 703-4, 711
Mbushuu 676, 686, 691, 703, 704, 711
Mithu 389, 392, 396-8, 408-12, 417
Ng 679, 715-16, 720, 723
Nguyen 376-7, 379, 382, 383-7, 388-90, 393, 394-5, 398, 412, 415, 420-1
Ong Ah Chuan 376-7, 379, 380-3, 385-6, 387, 388-90, 393, 395, 396, 398-9, 408, 410,
412, 419, 421-2, 424
Reyes 384-7, 390, 397, 399-402, 404, 407
Soering 714-15
Watson 389, 484-6
death penalty (municipal law/general)
abolition, progressive, desirability 689-90
constitutionality 377
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as matter for determination by Constitutional Court 671-728
public opinion, relevance 692
separation of powers and 695-6
equality before the law and 418-25, 692-4, 716
history 677-83
international law norms including human rights treaties in general and 677-83
absence of speciﬁc provision 677-9
procedural fairness/due process
legal representation, right to 668 n. 7, 683-4, 693-4
mandatory death penalty 376-418
mitigating factors in determining penalty, right to plead 692, 694-5, 707
prompt and public hearing before an independent tribunal 683-4, 689, 693-4, 700-1
State practice 415-17
UNESCO Resolution 1984/50 on safeguards guaranteeing protection of rights of those
facing death penalty 681, 698-9, 705
death penalty (pardon/commutation/prerogative of mercy) (municipal law/general)
constitutional provisions 673, 674, 684, 695, 696, 699-701, 707
delay in exercise of/death-row syndrome 673, 674
right to seek
human rights treaties provision for 698-9
UNESCO Resolution 1984/50 on safeguards guaranteeing protection of rights of those
facing death penalty 681, 698-9, 705
death penalty and the right to life (ICCPR 6), arbitrary deprivation of life, whether 678
death penalty and the right to life (municipal law/general), ‘in accordance with the law’
requirement 376-418
death penalty and the right to life (pardon/commutation/amnesty, right to seek) (ICCPR
6(4)), abolition of death penalty and 679
death row as inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3)
conditions of detention and 714-15
Soering 714-15
death row as inhuman or degrading treatment/torture (municipal law/general) 672, 673,
697-703, 706-7, 710: see also death penalty (pardon/commutation/prerogative of
mercy) (municipal law/general)
conditions of detention and 698-9, 714-17, 721-8
constitutionality 377-93, 395-418, 424-5
‘reasonable’ length of detention 701-3
repeated reading of death warrant 728
debt bondage: see slavery or forced labour, prohibition (including UDHR 4/ECHR 4)
Denmark, expropriation/nationalization, legality, requirements/relevant factors, due process/
administrative propriety (rule of law), treaty provision 295
deportation/expulsion of alien, applicability to, prohibited immigrant 337-48
deportation/expulsion of alien, enforceability of expulsion order, impossibility of return to
country of origin because of travel and documentary difﬁculties, effect on order 341-4
diplomatic protection, alternatives/supporting measures/means 491-3
BIT 591-2, 603-4
referral to ICSID, facilitation of 596, 603
diplomatic protection, concept and basis
as declining/residual concept, ICSID provisions and 596, 603
deﬁnition 484-5
Diplomatic Protection, ILC Articles on (2000/2006) 484
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diplomatic protection, concept and basis (cont.)
Dugard Report on Diplomatic Relations (2002) 484-6
foreign affairs considerations 498-507
human right, whether 497-8
intervention in the affairs of another State, whether 493
Diplomatic Protection, ILC Articles on (2000/2006)
‘diplomatic protection’, deﬁnition and scope 484
Dugard Report (2002) and 484-6
Dugard Report (2006) and 561-2
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies 484-5
Diplomatic Protection, ILC Articles on (2000/2006) by article, Art. 11 (diplomatic
protection of shareholders of company having nationality of State causing injury)
568-9
diplomatic protection, jurisprudence
Barcelona Traction 491-2, 512, 527, 569
Diallo 569 n. 54, 570 n. 58, 598
Kaunda 478, 484-5, 497-8, 505-6, 510, 513, 526, 529-30, 545, 557-9, 561, 616-20,
639-40, 653, 659
Mavrommatis 484, 563, 599
Nottebohm 568 n. 51, 597
diplomatic protection of
corporation incorporated in third State but controlled by nationals of protecting State,
against country of nationality 527-8
corporation with nationality of protecting State, genuine link requirement 597-9
investment/investors
Van Zyl 478-576
Von Abo 581-666
shareholders in foreign corporation 528
genuine link requirement 597-9
injury to corporation and injury to shareholders distinguished 568-9
injury to shareholder, need for 528
diplomatic protection, requirements: see also nationality of claims with particular reference to
nationality as the basis of the right to exercise diplomatic protection
acceptability of action when requirement not/not yet met 492-3
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies: see exhaustion of local administrative
or judicial remedies (diplomatic protection)
injury under international law/international delict, breach of minimum international
standard of treatment/expropriation 497, 513-26, 528, 533, 545, 564-8, 600-2
diplomatic protection, right to/duty of State to provide
compensation for failure to carry out constitutional obligation 662-6
discretion/margin of appreciation 484-5, 491-4, 498-513
as exercise of State’s own right 484-5
international investment and: see diplomatic protection of, investment/investors
judicial review/justiciability 557-71, 616-22
legitimate expectation and 533-4, 554
State’s responsibility for conduct of foreign relations and 498-507
obligation to explain failure/refusal to exercise right including State responsibility for 594-6,
604, 605-16, 625-8, 632-43, 646-62
unlikelihood of favourable response to, relevance 665
under [customary] international law 507-13
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under municipal law
diligent performance of constitutional obligations requirement 487-9, 622
fundamental rights (constitutional provisions) 486, 487-9, 616-22
disclosure obligation
Guantánamo Bay detainees and 214-24
public interest privilege, balance of interests 223-4
self-discrimination/exculpatory disclosure and 221-3
drugs-trafﬁcking
money-laundering: see money-laundering, measures to prevent
non-discrimination obligation/equality before the law, penalties based on minor differentials
418-25
presumption of, constitutionality/fundamental rights and 380-2
due process, ‘fair, just and reasonable’ requirement 410-11
EEZ (UNCLOS 53-75 (Part V))
enforcement of coastal State laws and regulations (UNCLOS 73)
administrative proceedings 12, 37, 46-8, 66, 72
criminal proceedings 13-17, 45-6, 48, 59, 65, 72, 73
penalties (UNCLOS 73(3)), conﬁscation of vessel and 49-50, 52-6, 66, 67-9,
70-2
effective remedy before national authority, need for (ECHR 13), breach of ECHR right,
need for 237
effective remedy before national authority, need for (ICCPR 2(3))
appeal against refusal of work permit 359
prohibited immigrant and 359
environmental impact assessment (EIA), need for
activities which may have detrimental effect, legislative provision 429-31
Gabčı́kovo/Nagymaros Project 447-8, 456-7
petrol ﬁlling station 429-72
environmental impact assessment (EIA), scope/requirements
continuous nature 456-7
cumulative effect/existing developments 438, 450, 453, 454-60, 463
scoping report, deﬁnition 431 n. 13
standard of assessment
‘real threat’ 468-72
risk averse and cautious approach 457-8
environmental protection obligations
constitutional provision for 442, 443-4, 445-6
Gauteng Guidelines (2002) 434, 455
public participation 456
sustainable development: see sustainable development principle
environmental protection/socio-economic interests, need to balance (integration
principle) 431-2, 436-41, 442-62, 468-72
Brundtland Report (2007) 443-4, 445-6
responsibility for determining
courts 463-4
town planning vs environmental authorities 458-65, 466-7
WSSD and 447
equality before the law (UDHR 7) 324
Eskimology, deﬁnition 290
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exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (diplomatic protection) 531-3,
570-1
customary international law 532
deﬁcient or ineffective local machinery 533
effective remedy, need for 570-1, 602-3
jurisprudence
Interhandel 531, 570
Panevezys–Saldutiskis Railway 532
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (ECHR 35(1) [26/27(3)]), purpose,
opportunity for State party to rectify situation 571
expropriation/nationalization, classiﬁcation as/de facto
breach of contract, distinguished 516-17
restrictions on hunting and catches resulting from treaty 295
expropriation/nationalization, compensation
customary international law 496
prompt, just and effective compensation, obligation to pay, customary international law 496
expropriation/nationalization, legality, requirements/relevant factors, due
process/administrative propriety (rule of law), treaty provision 295
expropriation/nationalization of property of national abroad, diplomatic protection and
497-8, 581-666
extraterritorial effect of legislation: see also territorial jurisdiction (criminal and tort)
(including cross-border offences)
clear intent/express provision, need for 153, 167
examples of Canadian legislation 166-7
Statute of Westminster 1931 166
extraterritorial enforcement of legislation by legislating State
applicable law 174-85, 198-206
jurisprudence
Lotus 165-6
Military and Paramilitary Activities (Nicaragua v. USA) 166
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) and 167-8,
171-3, 195-207
extraterritorial jurisdiction, right to life, liberty and security of person and 149, 150, 176-7,
180-1, 205-6, 242
family life, respect for (ICCPR 17), refusal of work permit and 359
family life, respect for (municipal law/general)
human dignity and 367-8
work, right to and 367-8
family, right to found, UN Declaration on human rights of individuals who are not citizens of
the country in which they live (1985) 364-5
ﬁsheries, conservation and management measures (EEZ) (UNCLOS 61-8), monitoring/
reporting obligations 27, 33-4
ﬂag State
change or loss of ﬂag 54
ﬂag, right to determine right to (UNCLOS 91(1)) 54
foreign relations
executive responsibility, diplomatic protection 498-507
responsibility for, repatriation request 241-2, 251-2
freedom of movement, passport: see passport, freedom of movement and
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Gabčı́kovo/Nagymaros Project
environmental impact assessment 456-7
sustainable development and 447-8
General Comments (UNHRC), 18 (non-discrimination), differential treatment, requirements
324, 326
genuine link, need for: see diplomatic protection of, corporation with nationality of protecting
State, genuine link requirement
Greenland
collective land rights tradition 286
law of, Home Rule Act 1978, s 8(1) (natural resources: fundamental right of resident
population) 286
Guantánamo Bay, procedures as breach of international obligations 219-20
Guantánamo Bay Naval Base detainees
applicable law (non-US nationals), extraterritorial application of home State law 214-24,
243-76
diplomatic protection and, Khadr detention 231-2, 235-6
habeas corpus proceedings
disclosure of records provided by non-US investigating ofﬁcers 214-24
exculpatory disclosure 221-3
jurisprudence
Boumediene 254, 268
Hamdan 219-20, 233, 239, 254, 267-8, 270
Khadr (2008) 232-3, 236-7, 240-1, 243-4, 246, 252, 265, 267-8, 270-1
Rasul 219, 239, 267-8
repatriation of non-US detainees 239-76
torture, sleep deprivation 234, 238-9, 240, 243-4, 251, 256, 259, 265, 271
Guantánamo Bay, US Presidential Order of 13 November 2001 (Detention,
treatment and trial of certain non-citizens in the war against
terrorism), ‘military tribunals shall have exclusive jurisdiction . . . ’ (s 7(b)(1))
216-17
habeas corpus (other than USA), Geneva Conventions (1949) 219-20
The Hoshinmaru (Japan v. Russian Federation)
admissibility 19-21
amount and form of bond, Tribunal’s decision 26-8
applications/submissions
correction 10
Japan 8, 9-10
Russia 8-9, 10
decisions of Tribunal 28-9
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies 72-5
factual background 10-18
jurisdiction 18-19
monitoring/reporting obligations, failure to observe 27, 33-4
procedural history 5-10
reasonableness of bond 21-6
human/fundamental rights and freedoms (municipal law/general)
derogation/restrictions
balance of interests of State and individual 183-4, 188-9, 201-6
prescribed by law 247-8
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human/fundamental rights and freedoms (municipal law/general) (cont.)
proportionality requirement 368
reasonable and necessary in a democratic society 247-8
indivisibility 369
inherent nature 693
human rights of individuals who are not citizens of the country in which they live, UN
Declaration (1985), right to marry/found a family 364-5
human rights legislation, principles vs rules approach 200-6
human rights treaties
balance with public interest/national security 345
incorporation/implementing legislation, need for 400-12
continuity of treaties and 683
ICSID Convention (1965)
diplomatic protection and, as waiver of/replacement for 596
South Africa, failure to join 586-90
immigration controls/procedures
discretionary powers 360
prohibited immigrant
deportation/expulsion of 337-48
refusal of entry permit 352-4, 356-7, 367
India, Constitution 1950 by article, Art. 21 (protection of life and liberty) 411
indigenous people: see Thule Tribe (Greenland), compensation claim for 1953 Dundas Area
resettlement
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (ILO Convention No 169)
(1989)
coordinated and systematic action to protect rights, governments’ responsibility for
(ILO No 169 2(1)) 285-6
dispute settlement procedures, obligation to establish (ILO No 169 14(3)) 286
ILO’s monitoring role 285
peoples in independent countries regarded as indigenous on account of descent from
populations at time of conquest or colonization who retain some or all of their own
institutions (ILO No 169 1(1)(b)) 292-3, 296
right to return to traditional lands once grounds for relocation cease (ILO No 169 16(3))
281, 286-7
expropriation, effect 295-6
provision of lands of equal status to those previously occupied or compensation
(ILO No 169 16(4)) 286-7
self-identiﬁcation as indigenous or tribal (ILO No 169 1(2)) 285
traditional lands, governments’ obligation to identify and to guarantee protection
(ILO No 169 14(2)) 285-6
transmission of land rights, respect for established procedures (ILO No 169 17(1))
286
tribal peoples in independent countries whose social, cultural and economic conditions
distinguish them . . . from national community (ILO No 169 1(1)(a)) 284-5,
288-92, 293-4, 296
individual in international law, diplomatic protection and 486-91
inhuman or degrading treatment (ICCPR 7), death penalty: see death penalty as inhuman or
degrading treatment (ICCPR 7)
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integration principle: see environmental protection/socio-economic interests, need to balance
(integration principle)
intergenerational rights and responsibilities: see also sustainable development principle
municipal law provisions 449, 455-6, 471
as principle of sustainable development 446-7
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
(1966)
applicability, alien 366-7, 370-1
foundational nature of rights 369-70
progressive realization (ICESCR preamble) 369-71
international delict, breach of minimum international standard of treatment/
expropriation as 497, 513-26, 528, 533, 545, 564-8, 600-2
intragenerational equity/equitable sharing of resources, sustainable development principle
and 446-7, 449, 455-6, 471 n. 12
Inughuit: see Thule Tribe (Greenland), compensation claim for 1953 Dundas Area
resettlement
ITLOS, Rules of the Tribunal
45 6, 7, 41, 42
63(1) 6, 7, 42
64(3) 6, 7, 42
65(4) 7
67(2) 7, 42
71 7
73 6, 7, 41, 42
110 19
111 19
111(4) 6, 41
112(3) 6
Japan–Russia Fisheries Commission 27
agreed minute/Protocol, effect 23-4
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative power)
diplomatic protection: see diplomatic protection, right to/duty of State to provide, judicial
review/justiciability
immigration authorities 360
jurisprudence
Bentley 503
Council of Civil Service Unions (CSSU) 502-3
Ferhut Butt 506-7
Hugo 503-4
Kaunda 505-6, 616-20
Operation Dismantle 504-5
Pirbhai 507
material failure requirement 467-72
planning authorization 442, 467-72
police powers 360-1
repatriation of Guantánamo Bay detainees request, decision on 234-5, 236, 241-2, 251-2,
260-3, 264, 273-5
jus cogens/peremptory norm, derogation, prohibition 314, 315-16
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Kenya
age discrimination, prohibition, omission from legislation 309
alien, rights and obligations
protection of the constitution 310-11, 361-2
respect for laws of receiving State 365
child rights
parental responsibility
ACC 20(1) 306
jus cogens/peremptory norm considerations 314, 315-16
personal law, whether 313-14
Children Act No 8 2001
African Children’s Charter (1990), as implementation of 301, 312-13
CEDAW (1979) and 306-7
Child Rights Convention (1989), as implementation of 305, 312-13
Constitution s 82(2) and 301
Children Act No 8 2001 by section
s 5 (non-discrimination obligation)
birth and status, inclusion 316
Constitution 82(3) distinguished 316
s 24 (parental responsibility), text 304
s 24(3) (parental responsibility for child born out of wedlock), whether discriminatory
301-30
constitutionality 310-11, 319-20, 329-30
CRC 2 and 3 and 301
s 25 (parental responsibility of father for child born out of wedlock), text 304
Constitution (1963 with amendments prior to adoption of 2010 constitution), alien,
applicability to 347, 361-2
Constitution (1963 with amendments prior to adoption of 2010 constitution) by section
s 70(a) (life, liberty, security of person and protection of the law)
illegal immigrant/refugee, applicability to 336, 345-6
text 336
s 71 (right to life) 369
s 72(1) (liberty of person), passport as part of the right to 359-60, 363, 372
s 74(1) (torture or inhumane treatment or degrading punishment) 359, 361-3
s 75(1) (compulsory taking of property: prohibition), deprivation of passport and travel
documents and 359-60, 363, 372
s 81(1) (freedom of movement), passport and 363
s 82(2) (discrimination in performance of public ofﬁcer or authority)
Children Act 2001 and 301, 316
judicial enlargement of categories, rejection as judicial activism 316-17
s 82(4)(b) (discriminatory legislation: exclusion with respect to adoption, marriage,
divorce, burial, devolution of property on death or other matters of personal law)
315
s 84(1) (right of individual redress/representative actions: exclusion) 309, 314, 335-6
precise indication of rights allegedly contravened, need for 308, 309, 336
s 123 (deﬁnitions), ‘person’ 314-15
Constitution, interpretation
guidelines/principles
clear language/absence of ambiguity 316-17
natural and ordinary sense 316-17
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jurisprudence: see constitution (State), interpretation, jurisprudence
‘living tree’/purposive principle 311-12, 315, 318, 329
deportation/expulsion of alien, applicability to, prohibited immigrant 337-8
deportation/expulsion of alien, enforceability of expulsion order, impossibility of return to
country of origin because of travel and documentary difﬁculties, effect on order 341-4
effective remedy before national authority, need for (ICCPR 2(3))
appeal against refusal of work permit 359
prohibited immigrant and 359
family life, respect for (ICCPR 17), refusal of work permit and 359
family life, respect for (municipal law/general)
human dignity and 367-8
work, right to and 367-8
family, right to found, UN Declaration on human rights of individuals who are not citizens
of the country in which they live (1985) 364-5
human/fundamental rights and freedoms (municipal law/general), indivisibility 369
human rights of individuals who are not citizens of the country in which they live, UN
Declaration (1985)
alien’s obligation to observe laws of home State 365
right to marry/found a family 364-5
human rights treaties 336-41, 345
balance with public interest/national security 345
incorporation/implementing legislation, need for 400-12
ICESCR rights
alien and 366-7, 370-1
direct effect 369-71
foundational nature 369-70
progressive realization (ICESCR preamble) 369-71
Immigration Act 1967 (including amendments), constitutionality of s 3 (prohibited
immigrants) and s 8 (removal of person unlawfully present) 335, 337-8
Immigration Act 1967 (including amendments) by section
s 3 (prohibited immigrants)
constitutionality 337-8
text (extracts) 337
s 5(1) (classes of entry permit) 353
s 5(2) (issue of entry permit to non-prohibited immigrant) 353
as discretionary act 353-4, 356-7
s 5(3) (appeal against refusal of entry permit) 353
s 8 (removal of person unlawfully present) 353
constitutionality 337-8
text (extracts) 337-8
immigration controls/procedures
discretionary powers 360
prohibited immigrant
deportation/expulsion of 337-48
refusal of entry permit 352-4, 356-7, 367
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative power)
immigration authorities 360
police powers 360-1
jus cogens/peremptory norm, derogation, prohibition 314, 315-16
law of, Police Act, s 14 (functions of police force) 360-1
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Kenya (cont.)
law and order, responsibility for, discretionary powers 360-1
legislation, interpretation, aids
context, social and economic 309, 311-12, 315
dictionary 308
legislation, interpretation, presumption of conformity with international obligations
Bangalore Principles (1989) 307, 308, 317-18, 323, 366
clear meaning of legislation and 307
national security defence
admissibility, responsibility for determining 372-3
work permit, right to refuse 368
non-discrimination obligation (CRC 2(1)), differential treatment, justiﬁcation/grounds
320-3
non-discrimination obligation (UDHR) 323-5
non-discrimination obligation/equality before the law (municipal law/general)
age, relevance 309
derogations, ‘personal law’ 313-14, 315
differential treatment, justiﬁcation, child rights 320-3
differential treatment, justiﬁcation/grounds
non-arbitrary distinction 320-1
reasonableness 320-3
marital status, relevance 306-7, 309, 327-9
of public ofﬁcer or authority (Constitution 82(2)) 301
passport
freedom of movement and 359-60, 363, 372
‘property’ of holder, whether 359-60, 363, 372
personal law
child rights and 313-14
deﬁnition (with reference to Constitution 82(4)(b)) 313-14, 315
refugee status, determination/veriﬁcation, procedural requirements, public interest/interests
of individual, balance 345-8
refugees, unlawful entry or presence, non-penalization (RC 31(1)), failure to comply with
immigration/entry requirements and 345-8
res judicata/non bis in idem principle (including double jeopardy rule), identity of subject
matter, need for 354-6
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (municipal law/general),
derogation, exclusion 671-7, 684-5, 689, 691-2, 696-8, 703-28
torture (ICCPR 7), burden/standard of proof 362-3
torture (municipal law/general), alien and 359, 361-3
treaties, direct effect/self-executing, ICESCR (1966) 369-71
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation
margin of appreciation 312-13, 317, 327-30
need for/examples of
human rights treaties 400-12
ICESCR 369-70
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation, interpretation
primacy in case of conﬂict 314, 317, 323
Bangalore Principles (1989) 323
women, ‘personal law’, applicability 313-14
work permit, right to refuse 367
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national security and 368
proportionality requirement 368
work, right to
ACHPR 15 365
Constitution and 355, 364, 365, 369, 371
family life and 367-8
ICESCR 6 355, 360, 363-4, 365, 369
law and order, responsibility for, discretionary powers 360-1
Law of the Sea Convention (1982): Part XV: Section 2 (settlement of disputes:
compulsory procedures entailing binding decisions: jurisdiction (UNCLOS
288)), prompt release proceedings: see prompt release of vessels and crews,
jurisdiction (UNCLOS 292(1))
Law of the Sea Convention (1982): Part XV: Section 2 (settlement of disputes: compulsory
procedures entailing binding decisions: procedural matters), admissibility,
prompt release proceedings (Art. 292): see prompt release of vessels and crews
(UNCLOS 292 proceedings), procedural issues/nature of proceedings, admissibility
legislation, constitutionality, presumption of 318-20
legislation, interpretation, aids
context, social and economic 309, 311-12, 315
dictionary 308
legislation, interpretation, guidelines
ordinary and natural meaning 130-1
text/literal approach 111, 122-3
legislation, interpretation, presumption of
conformity with international law 122-3
conformity with international obligations 160-2
Bangalore Principles (1989) 307, 308, 317-18, 323, 366
clear meaning of legislation and 307
constitutionality 318-20
Lesotho
Constitution 1966, s 139 (‘law’) 522
law of
Deeds Registry Act 1967 514
Highlands Development Authority (Amendment) Act 5 of 1995 516-17, 524
full and prompt compensation 525-6
Highlands Development Authority (validation of activities) Act 6 of 1995 524, 526, 550
Mining Rights Act 1967 549, 566-7
s 1 (deﬁnitions) 522
s 6 (grant of mineral title) 514, 522, 547
s 15 522, 547
life, right to (ACHPR 4), death penalty and 681
life, right to (ICCPR 6)
arbitrary deprivation (ICCPR 6(1)) 678
death penalty and: see death penalty and the right to life (ICCPR 6)
life, right to (municipal law/general), derogation, possibility of 685, 689, 691-2, 708-10,
712, 713, 717-20
measure of damages/compensation including valuation of company/property/assets,
relevant factors, hunting and ﬁshing losses/increased costs 296-7
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money-laundering, measures to prevent, search and seizure in third State/extraterritorial
144-211
national security defence, admissibility, responsibility for determining, ministerial afﬁdavit
372-3
nationality of claims with particular reference to nationality as the basis of the right to
exercise diplomatic protection 487-8, 526-31
continuity of nationality, cession of rights covered by claim to person having nationality of
protecting State 527-8, 569-70
diplomatic protection as right of citizenship 487-9, 619-20
genuine link requirement 597-9
nationality of corporation, citizenship, right to 330
nationality principle (jurisdiction over national for acts committed abroad)
act committed abroad, concurrent territorial jurisdiction 171-2
presence within the jurisdiction, need for 164
natural resources, equitable sharing/intragenerational equity: see intragenerational
equity/equitable sharing of resources
natural resources, UNGA resolutions relating to, 3201 (S-VI) (Declaration on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order (NIEO)) 496
Netherlands, law of, Military Penal Code, Art. 4 (applicability of Penal Code to offences
committed by members of armed forces abroad) 194-5
nexus for purposes of jurisdiction, extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction and 164-5
non-discrimination obligation, child rights: see African Children’s Charter (1990) (ACC);
Child Rights Convention (1989), non-discrimination obligation (CRC 2(1))
non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14), jurisprudence, Belgian Linguistic Case
317
non-discrimination obligation (UDHR 2) 324
non-discrimination obligation/equality before the law (municipal law/general)
derogations, ‘personal law’ 313-14, 315
differential treatment, justiﬁcation/grounds
child rights 320-3
requirements
non-arbitrary distinction 320-1
reasonableness 320-3
drugs-trafﬁcking, penalties based on minor differentials 418-25
judicial enlargement of categories, rejection as judicial activism 316-17
non-discrimination obligation/equality before the law (UNHRC General Comment 18),
differential treatment, requirements, legitimate aim 324, 326
passport
deprivation by authorities
compulsory taking of property, whether 359-60, 363, 372
liberty of the person and 359-60, 363, 372
freedom of movement and 359-60, 363, 372
liberty of the person and 359-60, 363, 372
‘property’ of holder, whether 359-60, 363, 372
personal law
child rights and 313-14
deﬁnition 313-14, 315
precautionary principle, EIAs and 457-8
precedent in municipal courts, decisions of human rights tribunals 714-17, 722-3
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prescriptive/enforcement jurisdiction 162-5, 166, 174
presumption of innocence (municipal law/general), use of evidence obtained outside the
jurisdiction and 150, 169, 176-7, 180-1, 183, 205-6
procuring: see slavery or forced labour, prohibition (including UDHR 4/ECHR 4)
prompt release of vessels and crews, jurisdiction (UNCLOS 292(1)) 18-19
agreement to submit to another court or tribunal and 19
‘detention’ of crew 21-2, 29-30
determination/declaration of non-compliance with Art. 73(2) 19
limitation to 20-1, 31
terms and conditions of release, exclusion 20
prompt release of vessels and crews on posting of reasonable bond or ﬁnancial security
(UNCLOS 73(2))
applicability, administrative proceedings 66-7
‘bond or other ﬁnancial security’
agreement of parties on form/procedure, need for 23-4
bank guarantee 27-8
as criminal law concept 30
jurisprudence
Camouco 22, 29, 30-1, 32
Juno Trader 22-3, 31, 74-5
Monte Confurco 22, 35, 55, 57-8
Volga 22, 35
legislative provisions, in Russia 17-18, 58-60
purpose/basis of provision
balance between interests of coastal State and ﬂag State 30
as guarantee of return to court 30
‘reasonable’
determination as responsibility of Tribunal 20
relevant factors 22-6
gravity of offence/proportionality 22, 24-5, 29, 30-1, 34-5
value of ship 23-4, 25-6
time-limits for setting of bond 21-2, 31-3
prompt release of vessels and crews (UNCLOS 292 proceedings), procedural issues/nature
of proceedings
additional statements 9
admissibility
alleged non-compliance with Art. 73(2), need for 19, 51-2
critical date 20
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies, need for 72-5
mootness and 20, 54-6, 69-70
conﬁscation of vessel, effect 49-50, 52-6, 70-1
municipal court proceedings and
due process requirement 56, 69
‘without prejudice to the merits of any case before the appropriate domestic forum’
(UNCLOS 292(3)) 52-6, 57-8, 68-9
speciﬁc complaint, need for 20, 69
time-limit for application, ‘without delay’ 58, 67-9
property, arbitrary deprivation/interference with, prohibition (international norms other
than speciﬁc treaty provisions) 494-7
as human rights norm 494-6
lawful deprivation 494-6
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property, deﬁnition/classiﬁcation as, future or contingent interest, responsibility for 414-15
property, real/immovable, applicable law, lex situs 493-4, 519
property, right to (ACHPR 14), encroachment ‘in accordance with the appropriate laws’ 495
property, right to (ACHR 21), as human rights norm 495
property, right to (ICCPR), absence of speciﬁc provision 496-7
property, right to (ICESCR), absence of speciﬁc provision 496-7
refugee status, determination/veriﬁcation, procedural requirements, public interest/interests
of individual, balance 345-8
Refugees in Africa Convention (1969)
regional complement to Refugees Convention (1951) (CARPA 8) 345
voluntary repatriation (CARPA 5) 345
refugees, unlawful entry or presence, non-penalization (RC 31(1)), failure to comply with
immigration/entry requirements and 345-8
repatriation of refugees, CARPA 5 345
res judicata/non bis in idem principle (including double jeopardy rule), identity of subject
matter, need for 354-6
restitutio in integrum, as measure of damages/compensation, customary international law
496
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992), sustainable development
principle 446
Rome Statute (1998), ‘enslavement’ 89
Russian Federation (1991-)
EEZ, enforcement of coastal State laws and regulations (UNCLOS 73)
administrative proceedings 12, 37, 46-8, 66, 72
criminal proceedings 13-17, 45-6, 48, 59, 65, 72, 73
ﬁsheries laws and regulations
Anadromous Stocks Regulations, text (extracts) 13-14
Criminal Code (Art. 253(2): exploitation of natural resources in EEZ without permission)
45-6
text 46
Criminal Code (Art. 256: illegal ﬁshing with grave damage and use of self-propelled
transport) 13-14
text 16
EEZ Law No 191-FZ of 17 December 1998 (Art. 12(2)), text 14
Wildlife Law No 52-FZ of 24 April 1995 13-14
text 15-16
law of
Administrative Offences Code
Art. 8.17(2) (violation of ﬁshing rules) 12-13, 46-7, 49-50
Art. 29.10(3) (disposal of seized items and documents) 48-9
Criminal Procedure Code, Art. 82 (material evidence) 46
prompt release of vessels and crews on posting of reasonable bond or ﬁnancial security
(UNCLOS 73(2))
applicability, administrative proceedings 66-7
complexity of procedures 58-9
due process requirement 56, 69
search and seizure outside forum State: see money-laundering, measures to prevent, search
and seizure in third State/extraterritorial
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search and seizure on territory of third State (‘extraterritorial’)
human/fundamental rights and
divergent law and standards, relevance 174-85, 198-211
ex post facto scrutiny of compliance 176-7, 205, 206-7
prevention of international crime and 144-211
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem) and 167-8,
195-207
applicability of forum State law, relevance 197-8
control of investigation by forum State ofﬁcials, relevance 197
cooperative investigation with local authorities, applicable rules 148-9, 151, 169, 176,
179, 185, 187-8, 189-91, 192-5
initiation of investigation by forum State ofﬁcials, relevance 196
separation of powers, mandatory death sentence and 695-6
ships, nationality (including UNCLOS 91)
conﬁscation of ship for breach of ﬁsheries legislation, effect 54, 71-2
registration (ﬂag State), relevance 54
right to determine (UNCLOS 91(1)), State’s exclusive jurisdiction 54
Singapore
Constitution 1963 (including amendments)
ECHR provisions, exclusion 402-3
Malaysian Constitution as basis 402-3
Constitution 1963 (including amendments) by article
Art. 2(1) (deﬁnitions) (‘law’) 379-82
‘custom or usage’ 379-80
customary international law 379-80, 384, 394-5, 413-18
‘written law’ 379-80
Art. 9(1) (right to life and personal liberty: due process/‘in accordance with the law’
requirement) 376-418
‘fair, just and reasonable’ requirement 410-11
text 379
Art. 12(1) (equality before the law/judicial protection) 376-9, 418-25
constitution, interpretation, presumption of conformity with international obligations [in
absence of express counter-indication] 400-8
customary international law ‘as part of ’ municipal law, incorporation/
implementing legislation, need for, implementation/adoption by court as
413-15
customary international law, evidence of, judicial decisions 417-18
death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment (municipal law/general)
customary international law and 384, 394-5, 413-18
mandatory death penalty and 377-93, 395-418, 424-5
death penalty, jurisprudence
Nguyen 376-7, 379, 382, 383-7, 388-90, 393, 394-5, 398, 412, 415, 420-1
Ong Ah Chuan 376-7, 379, 380-3, 385-6, 387, 388-90, 393, 395, 396, 398-9, 408, 410,
412, 419, 421-2, 424
death penalty (municipal law/general)
constitutionality 377
continuity of law relating to 411-12
equality before the law and 418-25
procedural fairness/due process (mandatory death penalty) 376-418
State practice, relevance 415-17
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Singapore (cont.)
death penalty and the right to life (municipal law/general), ‘in accordance with the law’
requirement 376-418
drugs-trafﬁcking
Misuse of Drugs Act (MDA)
constitutionality (equality before the law) 418-25
constitutionality (right to life and liberty) 379-418
as ‘law’ 379-80
Misuse of Drugs Act (MDA) by section
s 5(2) (presumption of trafﬁcking) 380-3
s 17 (presumption of trafﬁcking), constitutionality/fundamental rights and 380-3
s 33 and Schedule 2 (punishments) 376-7
ECHR
applicability prior to independence (1963/1965) 402
omission of provisions from Constitution 402-3
law of, Penal Code, s 302 (murder: mandatory death penalty) (adopted 1883) 411-12
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, rejection of proposal for
inclusion in constitution (Wee Commission (1966)) 403-8
Wee Constitutional Commission (1966) 403-8
slave trade, deﬁnition 81
slavery or forced labour, prohibition (including UDHR 4/ECHR 4): see also Australia,
slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting (CC 270)
actus reus
commission of act proscribed under municipal law 88, 136
as act or state of affairs 97
burden/standard of proof 86-7, 90, 98-9, 103-12, 114, 127-8
‘chattel slavery’ 78 n. 6, 87-8, 90-4, 95, 111
as crime against humanity 90-1
Criminal Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999 (repealing Imperial
Acts relating to slavery) 80
criminal responsibility (general principles) and 81-3, 94-9, 100-4, 114, 116, 127-8
debt bondage 81, 91, 108, 124-5
description of practice 84-7
debt or contract, relevance 84-7, 90, 92-4, 97, 109, 110-11, 137
jurisprudence
Kozminski 135
Kunarac 90-1, 93-4
Mussry 134-5
Shackney 133-4
Siliadin 91-2
mens rea
intentional exercise of powers resulting in condition of slavery 94-9, 101-12, 115-32
knowledge of basis of powers, relevance 94-9
municipal law provisions 80
overlapping nature of offences/deﬁnitions 77 n. 3, 91
penalty, relevance 81, 123
possessing/using a slave 79-139
sex industry, development in the law on 125-6
‘slave’/‘slavery’
consent/absence of choice test 84, 90-4, 105-6, 107, 109-10, 125, 133-6, 138
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customary international law 105
de jure vs de facto status as 89-94
exploitation/harsh conditions of employment distinguished 87, 92, 95-6, 98, 108-9, 111,
118-19, 122, 123-4, 127-8
municipal law 80, 88, 92-3, 97-8, 109, 113-14, 129-32, 136
‘powers of ownership’/‘in possession’ 88, 89-90, 91-4, 97, 98, 111, 116, 121, 122, 129-33,
135-9
‘Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Other Forms of Servitude’ (Report of UN Secretary-General
(1953)) (list of powers of ownership) 90
‘status or condition of a person over whom . . . powers . . . of ownership are exercised’
(SC 1(1)) 88-94, 101-2, 105, 108, 113-14, 122, 129-32
US Constitution, Thirteenth Amendment 133-5
slavery offences 81
slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting 79-139
trafﬁcking in persons and 123-4
slavery, treaties and other international instruments relating to in date order
Brussels Conference 1889-90, General Act 88
Treaty of St-Germain-en-Laye (1919) 88
Slavery Convention (1926): see also slavery or forced labour, prohibition (including UDHR
4/ECHR 4), ‘slave’/‘slavery’, ‘status or condition of a person over whom . . . powers
. . . of ownership are exercised’ (SC 1(1))
implementing legislation/incorporation 87-8, 108, 113-14, 122
object and purpose 89-90
travaux préparatoires 89
Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery (1956) 89, 101-2
Rome Statute (1998) 89
sources of international law (ICJ 38)
judicial and arbitral decisions (ICJ 38(1)(d))
mandatory death penalty 417-18
subsidiary nature 417-18
teachings of publicists (ICJ 38(1)(d))
mandatory death penalty 417-18
subsidiary nature 417-18
South Africa
admissibility of evidence (municipal law/general), hearsay evidence, as recorded in afﬁdavit
593-6
BITS (Zimbabwe)
failure to sign 590-3, 655-8
failure to give reasons 591-2
citizenship: see also nationality below
as human right 487-8
rights appertaining to 487-8
compensation for failure to meet constitutional obligation to exercise diplomatic protection
662-6
concession agreement
applicable law
law of State party 520
parties’ right to choose as principle of international law 518-19
Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (including amendments) by section, Chapter 1 (Founding
Provisions)
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South Africa (cont.)
s 3 (citizenship)
corporations and 530
text 487 n. 19, 618
s 3(2)(a) (citizens: equal entitlement to rights, privileges and beneﬁts of citizenship),
diplomatic protection and 487-9, 619-20
Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (including amendments) by section, Chapter 2 (Bill of
Rights)
s 7 (Rights), text 619
s 7(2) (obligation to respect, protect, promote and fulﬁl Bill of Rights), extraterritorial
applicability/right to diplomatic protection 486, 617, 618-22
s 24 (right to environment), text 443, 466 n. 1
s 24(b)(iii) (sustainable development principle) 443-4, 455-6
s 25(2) (expropriation) 487
text 487 n. 18
s 38 (enforcement of rights) 620
s 39(3) (consistent rights and freedoms under common law, customary law or legislation)
500-1
Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (including amendments) by section, Chapter 5 (President and
National Executive)
s 83(a) (President as head of State/National Executive) 499, 586
s 83(c) (President’s obligation to promote unity of nations) 499
s 84(1) (Presidential powers) 499, 500, 586
s 84(2) (powers and functions of President) 500, 636
text 636 n. 19
s 85(1) (executive authority of President) 499, 586
s 85(2)(a-d) (functions of President) 499
s 85(2)(e) (functions of President) 499, 637
judicial review, exclusion 502
text 637 n. 22
s 91 (Cabinet) 592, 637
text 637 n. 23
s 92(1) (accountability of Ministers) 639-40
s 92(3) (Cabinet members: obligation to act in accordance with Constitution) 637-8
text 638 n. 25
s 93 (Deputy Ministers) 592
Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (including amendments) by section, Chapter 8 (Courts and
Administration of Justice)
s 165(4) (obligation of organs of State to protect independence of courts) 592
s 167(4) (Constitutional Court: exclusive jurisdiction) 633
s 167(4)(e) (Constitutional Court: exclusive jurisdiction: failure to fulﬁl constitutional
obligation) 633, 635-7
s 167(5) (Constitutional Court: ﬁnal authority on constitutionality) 632-9
s 172(1)(b) (constitutional matters: court’s power to make any order that is just and
equitable) 620-2
s 172(2)(a) (order of constitutional invalidity) 622, 625, 628, 629-30, 631-43, 645-6
text 624 n. 1, 631
s 173 (inherent right of court to regulate own procedures) 480, 481-2
Constitution Act 108 of 1996 (including amendments) by section, Chapter 14 (general
provisions)
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s 232 (customary international law as law in the Republic) 488, 500, 622
s 237 (diligent performance of obligations) 487-9, 622
Constitutional Court, jurisdiction, ‘any conduct of the President’ 632-43
Constitutional Court Rules, r 16 (order of unconstitutionality: procedure), text 624 n. 2
‘constitutional matter’, President’s conduct in relation to diplomatic protection 632-43
customary international law ‘as part of ’ municipal law 488
customary international law, formation/requirements, general acceptance 528
death penalty, jurisprudence, Makwanyane 676, 690, 702, 703-4, 711
death row as inhuman or degrading treatment/torture (municipal law/general) 672, 673,
697-703, 706-7, 710
diplomatic protection, alternatives/supporting measures/means 491-3
BIT 591-2, 603-4
referral to ICSID, facilitation of 596, 603
diplomatic protection, concept and basis
as declining/residual concept, ICSID provisions and 596, 603
human right, whether 497-8
intervention in the affairs of another State, whether 493
diplomatic protection of
corporation
against country of nationality 527-8
genuine link requirement 597-9
investment/investors
Van Zyl 478-576
Von Abo 581-666
shareholders in foreign company, injury to shareholder, need for 528
shareholders in foreign corporation, genuine link requirement 597-9
diplomatic protection, requirements, injury under international law/international delict,
breach of minimum international standard of treatment/expropriation 497, 513-26,
528, 533, 545, 564-8, 600-2
diplomatic protection, right to/duty of State to provide
compensation for failure to carry out constitutional obligation 662-6
discretion/margin of appreciation 484-5, 491-4, 498-513
failure to press Zimbabwe for failure to delist properties of SADC-Member State nationals
592-3, 646-62
human rights/treaty violations and 497-8
judicial review/justiciability 557-71, 616-22
legitimate expectation and 533-4, 554
State’s responsibility for conduct of foreign relations and 498-507
obligation to explain failure/refusal to exercise right including State responsibility for
594-6, 604, 605-16, 625-8, 632-43, 646-62
unlikelihood of favourable response to, relevance 665
President’s responsibility for 624-45
under customary international law 507-13
under municipal law, diligent performance of constitutional obligations requirement
487-9, 622
EIA, need for
activities which may have detrimental effect (NEMA 2(4)(1)) 429-31
petrol ﬁlling station (Mpumalanga) 429-72
EIA, scope/requirements (scoping report), deﬁnition 431 n. 13
Environment Conservation Act 1989 (ECA)
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South Africa (cont.)
s 2(4)(i) (EIAs) 430-1
s 21 (detrimental activities)
integration principle (NEMA 23(2)(a)) and 456
petrol ﬁlling station as 430
priority of peoples’ interests principle (NEMA 2(2)) and 455-6
sustainable development principle (NEMA 24(7)(b)) and 454-5
text 430 n. 2
s 21 (detrimental activities: relevant considerations)
cumulative effects (NEMA 24(7)(b)) 456
risk averse and cautious approach (NEMA 2(4)(a)(vii)) 457-8
s 22 (authorization of ECA s 21(1) activity)
judicial review of authorization under 442
limited duration of authorization 462
rezoning and 439-40
socio-economic considerations and 437-8, 440-1, 453
text 429 n. 4
s 26 (scope and content of EIA) 431 n. 13
s 36 (right to request reasons for decision), text 435 n. 18
environmental impact assessment (EIA), scope/requirements
continuous nature 456-7
standard of assessment
‘real threat’ 468-72
risk averse and cautious approach 457-8
environmental legislation/regulation other than ECA: see also Constitution Act 108 of 1996
by section, Chapter 2 (Bill of Rights), s 24 (right to environment) above
Gauteng Guidelines (2002) 434, 455
NEMA 1998 (National Environmental Management Act): see NEMA 1998 (National
Environmental Management Act) below
Town-Planning and Townships Ordinance 1986, s 56 (application procedure), text 439
n. 30
Town-Planning and Townships Ordinance 1986 Regulations, Schedule VII (specimen
application form)
‘need and desirability’ test (Part C(c)) 431, 434, 436-41, 458-62
text 436 n. 21
environmental protection obligations, public participation 456
environmental protection/socio-economic interests, need to balance (integration principle)
431-2, 436-41, 442-62, 468-72
responsibility for determining
courts 463-4
town planning vs environmental authorities 458-65, 466-7
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (diplomatic protection) 531-3, 570-1
customary international law 532
deﬁcient or ineffective local machinery 533
effective remedy, need for 570-1, 600-2
expropriation/nationalization, classiﬁcation as/de facto, breach of contract, distinguished
516-17
expropriation/nationalization of property of national abroad, diplomatic protection and
497-8, 581-666
foreign relations, executive responsibility
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diplomatic protection 498-507
President’s powers 499
fundamental rights (constitutional provisions), diplomatic protection, right to/duty of State
to provide and 486, 616-22
ICSID and 586-90
incorporation in Constitution 500
individual in international law, diplomatic protection and 486-91
intergenerational rights and responsibilities 446-7, 449, 455-6, 471 n. 12
international delict, breach of minimum international standard of treatment as 497, 513-26,
528, 533, 545, 564-8
intragenerational equity/equitable sharing of resources, sustainable development principle
and 446-7, 449, 455-6, 471 n. 12
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative power),
planning authorization 442, 467-72
law of: see also environment legislation/regulation other than ECA above
Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 2000 441-2, 501
s 1(i)(b)(aa) (administrative actions excluded from judicial review) 502
s 6(2) (reviewable decisions), text (extracts) 457, 467
s 6(2)(a) (mandatory and material decision) 441-2, 467-72
s 6(2)(e)(iii) (judicial review, grounds: failure to consider relevant considerations)
442
s 6(2)(i) (unconstitutionality of decision) 442
Supreme Court Act 59 of 1959, s 43 (inherent power of court to regulate its own
procedures) 481-2
Mpumalanga ﬁlling station rezoning application, background
alternatives to proposal, adequacy 432-4
judicial review 435-8
decision on application, appeal 434-5
Geo3 report 432
scoping report 431-2
Water Affairs and Forestry requests 435
nationality of claims with particular reference to nationality as the basis of the right to
exercise diplomatic protection 487-8, 526-31
continuity of nationality, cession of rights covered by claim to person having nationality of
protecting State 527-8, 569-70
diplomatic protection as right of citizenship 487-9, 619-20
NEMA 1998 (National Environmental Management Act) 458-72
Long Title, text 468 n. 9
Preamble, text (extracts) 468
s 1(1)(xxix) (sustainable development: deﬁnition), text 456 n. 92, 469 n. 9
s 2 (environmental management principles), text (extracts) 449 n. 67, 451, 469 n. 9
s 2(1) (applicability to actions of all State organs) 452
s 2(1)(b) (environmental management: general framework) 452
s 2(1)(c) (environmental management: guidance principles/interpretation of
environmental legislation) 452-3
s 2(2) (peoples’ needs as priority) 451
s 2(3) (sustainable development principle) 451
s 2(4)(a) (sustainable development: relevant factors) 449-50
s 2(4)(a)(vii) (risk averse and cautious approach) 457-8
s 2(4)(f ) (public participation) 456
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South Africa (cont.)
s 2(4)(g) (interests, needs and values of all parties including traditional and ordinary
knowledge) 431
s 2(4)(i) (EIAs) 430-1, 451
s 23(2)(a) (integration principle) 456
text 452 n. 82
s 23(2)(b) (environmental management objectives: identiﬁcation of impact) 456
text 451, 452 n. 83
s 24 (implementation procedures) 452, 453
s 24(1) (environmental impact, responsibility for determining), text 451-2
s 24(7) (EIAs: investigation, assessment and communication procedures), text 453 n. 86
s 24(7)(b) (EIAs: investigation, assessment and communication procedures: inclusion of
cumulative effects) 456
precautionary principle, EIAs and 457-8
property, arbitrary deprivation/interference with, prohibition (international norms other
than speciﬁc treaty provisions) 494-7
as human rights norm 494-6
lawful deprivation 494-6
property, real/immovable, applicable law, lex situs 519
standard of treatment of alien (with particular reference to foreign investment)
minimum international standard 491-2
breach as international delict 497, 513-26, 528, 533, 545, 564-8, 600-2
human rights and expropriation distinguished 494
State contract
applicable law, public international law 490-1
classiﬁcation as 514-15
‘internationalization’, arbitration clause/BITs provisions 490-1, 565-7
State responsibility, law relating to, applicable law, international law as part of municipal law
517-18
strike-out application, procedure 534-44, 555-6, 557-61
sustainable development principle
development of principle 445-50
equitable sharing/intragenerational equity and 446-7, 449, 455-6, 471 n. 12
petrol ﬁlling stations, oversupply 434-9, 454-8, 462-5
sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem non habet jurisdictionem)
comity (with particular reference to extraterritorial jurisdiction) 158-60, 164-5, 167, 169,
175, 176, 178, 180-1, 188-9, 198, 203-5, 214-15, 218-20, 267
as customary international law/general principle of international law 156-8
extraterritorial enforcement of legislation by legislating State and 167-8, 171-3, 195-207
sovereignty, extraterritorial effect of legislation and: see extraterritorial enforcement of
legislation by legislating State, sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem
non habet jurisdictionem) and; sovereign equality of States (UNC 2(1)) (par in parem
non habet jurisdictionem)
standard of treatment of alien (with particular reference to foreign investment)
minimum international standard 491-2
breach as international delict 497, 513-26, 528, 533, 545, 564-8, 600-2
human rights and expropriation distinguished 494, 497
State contract
applicable law, public international law 490-1
classiﬁcation as 514-15
‘internationalization’, arbitration clause/BITs provisions 490-1, 565-7
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State responsibility, law relating to, applicable law, international law as part of municipal law
517-18
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment (1972), sustainable development
principle 445
sustainable development principle
development of principle 445-50
equitable sharing/intragenerational equity and 446-7, 449, 455-6, 471 n. 12
Gabčı́kovo/Nagymaros Project 447-8, 456-7
in South Africa 429-72
integration principle: see environmental protection/socio-economic interests, need to balance
(integration principle)
petrol ﬁlling stations, oversupply 434-9, 454-8, 462-5
treaties and other international instruments reﬂecting
Brundtland Report (2007) 443-4, 445-6
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992) 446
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment (1972) 445
territorial jurisdiction (criminal and tort) (including cross-border offences)
162-88: see also extraterritorial effect of legislation; nationality principle
(jurisdiction over national for acts committed abroad); universal jurisdiction,
doctrine/theory
applicable law, cross-border offences 178-85
basis
comity 159-60
sovereign integrity/avoidance of infringement on third State 163
‘deemed to have been committed’ within territory 167
jurisprudence, Lotus 163
objective territorial principle (State where injury occurred) vs subjective territorial principle
(State where act took place) 163, 172
Thule Tribe (Greenland), compensation claim for 1953 Dundas Area resettlement
280-98
amounts claimed 280-1
claim for compensation for lost and impaired hunting grounds, decision 296-7
measure of damages 296-7
claims for individual relocation costs and losses 297-8
claims for loss of occupation, access and hunting rights (claims 1 and 2), decision 294-6
collective right of access to land for subsistence and traditional hunting and ﬁshing activities
286
collective right to use territory of Greenland 286
coordinated and systematic action to protect rights, governments’ responsibility for (ILO
No 169 2(1)) 285-6
Denmark–USA Defence Agreement (1951)
legislative approval 282-3, 295
restriction on hunting and catches as expropriation 295
validity 294-5
dispute settlement procedures, obligation to establish (ILO No 169 14(3)) 286
ILO’s monitoring role 285
ILO Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (No 169)
(1989), ILO committee Report on complaint by SIK (Sulinermik
Inuussutissarsiutequartut Kattufﬁat) (1999) 284-7
ILO No 169, government’s compliance with, Home Rule Act 1978 285-6
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Thule Tribe (Greenland), compensation claim for 1953 Dundas Area resettlement (cont.)
Memorandum of Understanding relating to Removal of Tribe from Dundas Defence Area
(2003) 281, 296
extracts 287-9
people in independent countries regarded as indigenous on account of descent from
populations at time of conquest or colonization who retain some or all of their own
institutions (ILO No 169 1(1)(b)) 292-3, 296
right to return to traditional lands once grounds for relocation cease (ILO No 169 16(3))
281, 286-7
expropriation, effect 295-6
provision of lands of equal status to those previously occupied or compensation (ILO
No 169 16(4)) 286-7
self-identiﬁcation as indigenous or tribal (ILO No 169 1(2)) and 285
standing in Danish courts (Hingitaq 53) 294
traditional lands, governments’ obligation to identify and to guarantee protection (ILO
No 169 14(2)) 285-6
transmission of land rights, respect for established procedures (ILO No 169 17(1))
286
tribal people in independent countries whose social, cultural and economic conditions
distinguish them . . . from national community (ILO No 169 1(1)), whether 284-5,
296
current conditions as basis for determination 293
expert evidence 288-92
Greenland people as a whole 292-3
technological developments, impact 285
The Tomimaru
admissibility 45-56
applications/submissions
Japan 41-2, 43, 44
Russia 43-4
breach of Administrative Offences Code 49-50
conﬁscation 49-50, 52-6, 67-9, 70-2
factual background 44-50
jurisdiction 50-1
mootness 54-6, 69-70
procedural history 41-4
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (CRC 37(a)) 245, 251,
252, 256
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (municipal law/general)
derogation, exclusion 671-7, 684-5, 689, 691-2, 696-8, 703-28
prohibition, rejection of proposal for inclusion in constitution 403-8
torture, deﬁnition/classiﬁcation as
death penalty 680-1
deﬁnitions
‘inﬂiction of intense pain to the body or mind to punish, extract a confession or
information or to obtain sadistic pleasure’ (Black’s Law Dictionary) 362
‘severe pain or suffering . . . intentionally inﬂicted . . . for such purposes as obtaining
. . . information or a confession’ (TC 1) 245, 251, 252, 256
municipal law, Canada 245
sleep deprivation 234, 238-9, 240, 243-4, 251, 256, 259, 265, 271
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torture (ICCPR 7): see also death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment (ICCPR 7)
alien, applicability to 361-2
burden/standard of proof 362-3
torture (municipal law/general)
alien and 361-3
prohibition on use to obtain information/evidence, third party torture 243-8
trafﬁcking in persons, slavery compared 123-4
travaux préparatoires as supplementary means of interpretation (VCLT 32), in respect of
Slavery Convention, Art. 1 89
treaties, deﬁnition/form (VCLT 2(1)(a)), agreed minute, Japan–Russia Fisheries Commission
23-4
treaties, direct effect/self-executing, ICESCR (1966) 369-71
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation
jurisprudence, Mithu 408-12
margin of appreciation 312-13, 317, 327-30
need for/examples of
African Children’s Charter 301, 312-13
Child Rights Convention (1989) 305, 312-13
human rights treaties 400-12
ICESCR 369-70
Slavery Convention (1926) 87-8, 108, 113-14, 122
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation, interpretation
language of treaty, divergence 92-3
primacy in case of conﬂict 314, 317, 323
treaty as aid 92-3, 101-2, 105, 108, 113-14, 122-3
Uganda
Constitution 1967 by article, Art. 12(2) (inﬂiction of punishment lawful before October
1962) 685, 717-18
Constitution 1995 by article 692
Art. 20 (fundamental rights), text 668 n. 4
Art. 20(1) (inherent nature of fundamental rights and freedoms) 693
Art. 21(1) (equality before the law) 693-4, 716
text 668 n. 5, 693
Art. 22(1) (deprivation of life: fair trial)
constitutionality 672-728
decision to retain provision 682-3
text 668 n. 6
Art. 24 (torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment: prohibition)
death penalty and 671-85, 689, 691-3, 696-8, 703-28
text 668 n. 2
Art. 28(1) (determination of civil rights and obligations: fair, speedy and public hearing
before independent and impartial tribunal) 700-1
text 668 n. 7, 693
Art. 28(3)(e) (offence carrying sentence of death: right to legal representation), text 668
n. 7, 683-4, 693
Art. 43 (fundamental rights: public interest), fair hearing obligation and 689
Art. 44(a) (torture/cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment prohibition: non-derogation)
death penalty and 671-7, 684-5, 689, 691-2, 696-8, 703-28
text 668 n. 3
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Uganda (cont.)
Art. 44(c) (right to fair hearing: non-derogation) 673, 675
Art. 45 (human rights not speciﬁcally mentioned), death penalty and 674, 675, 676,
689
Art. 121(5) (death sentence: prerogative of mercy) 673, 674, 684, 695, 696, 699-701, 707
text 669 n. 8
Art. 126 (administration of justice as judicial function) 695-6
Art. 132(4) (binding effect of Supreme Court decisions) 718-19
Art. 173(3) (challenge to constitutionality of legislation or ofﬁcial action) 671
Art. 273(1) (interpretation of existing law) 718-19
Art. 287 (treaties: continuity) 683
constitution, interpretation
aids
human rights treaties 677-84
legislative history 682-3, 688-9
guidelines/principles, text as a whole/avoidance of conﬂict 683-5, 712-16, 720
Constitutional Court, binding effect of decisions 718-19
death penalty as inhuman or degrading treatment/torture (municipal law/general) 76-85,
671-5, 689, 691-3, 695-8, 703-28
hanging as method 672, 674-5, 703-6, 708-11, 718-20, 721-8
mandatory death penalty and 672, 673, 687-8, 691-701
death penalty (municipal law/general)
abolition, progressive abolition, desirability 689-90
constitutionality
as matter for determination by Constitutional Court 671-728
public opinion, relevance 692
separation of powers and 695-6
decision to retain in 1995 Constitution 682-3
equality before the law and 692-4, 716
history 677-83
international law norms including human rights treaties in general and 677-83
absence of speciﬁc provision 677-9
procedural fairness/due process
legal representation, right to 668 n. 7, 683-4, 689, 693-4
mitigating factors in determining penalty, right to plead 692, 694-5, 707
prompt and public hearing before an independent tribunal 683-4, 689, 693-4, 700-1
death penalty (pardon/commutation/prerogative of mercy) (municipal law/general)
constitutional provisions 673, 674, 684, 695, 696, 699-701, 707
right to seek
human rights treaties provision for 698-9
Safeguards Guaranteeing the Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death
Penalty (UNESCO resolution 1984/50) 681, 698-9, 705
death row as inhuman or degrading treatment/torture (municipal law/general) 698-9
conditions of detention and 698-9, 714-17, 721-8
‘reasonable’ length of detention 701-3
repeated reading of death warrant 728
human/fundamental rights and freedoms, inherent nature 693
human rights treaties
consistency with Uganda Constitution 714-17
incorporation/implementing legislation, need for, continuity of treaties and 683
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law of
Interpretation Act, s 34(2) (‘without unreasonable delay’), text 701
Trial on Indictments Act
s 94 (accused’s right to plead mitigating circumstances) 694
s 98 (court’s right to consider mitigating circumstances in cases not incurring death
penalty) 694-5
s 99(1) (hanging as prescribed mode for execution of death penalty), constitutionality
672, 674-5, 703-6, 708-11, 718-20, 721-8
life, right to (ICCPR 6), arbitrary deprivation (ICCPR 6(1)) 678
life, right to (municipal law/general), derogation, possibility of 685, 689, 691-2, 708-10,
712, 713, 717-20
precedent in municipal courts
binding effect of Supreme Court decisions 718-19
decisions of human rights tribunals 714-17, 722-3
torture, deﬁnition/classiﬁcation as, death penalty 680-1
UNESCO Resolution 1984/50 on Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of
Those Facing the Death Penalty 681, 698-9, 705
United States of America (USA)
Constitution, Amendments, Fourth (search and seizure), exclusion of evidence and 215-17
death penalty (pardon/commutation/prerogative of mercy) (municipal law/general), right to
seek 699-700
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) (UDHR), ‘rights’ not speciﬁcally included,
death penalty 677-8, 684
universal jurisdiction, doctrine/theory, narrow ambit 164
Uummannaq community: see Thule Tribe (Greenland), compensation claim for 1953 Dundas
Area resettlement
women: see also CEDAW (1979)
‘personal law’, applicability 313-14
work permit, right to refuse 367-8
national security and 368
proportionality requirement 368
work, right to
ACHPR 15 365
family life and 367-8
ICESCR 6 355, 360, 363-4, 365, 366, 367, 369, 371
municipal law/general 355, 364, 365, 369, 371
Zambia, law of, Penal Code, s 145 (bigamy) 158-9
Zimbabwe, expropriation/nationalization of property of alien within the jurisdiction 581-666
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